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the reason for this is because the windows update usually can find and fix some corrupted files. the reason behind this is, sometimes, the program that you have installed can make changes to the operating system, which leads to an error that is not easily fixed by the operating system. to fix this; you have to download the
windows setup file and run it. after that; follow the instructions on screen and the problem will be fixed. the final method i suggest here is; you can try the clean install of your operating system.this method is a very good way to fix this problem. you should make sure that you have the latest version of the windows operating
system. you should download the setup file and run it. if the game is running normally; you should install the latest version of the operating system. if the problem still persists; you should re-install your operating system. if none of the methods above works; then updating/re-installingdirectx is our last resort otherwise; the
windows needs to be re-installed. you can update/reinstall directx from download the setup file and run it; then follow steps on screen to reinstall it. once done; reboot pc and test. you may also use winrar to repair corrupt rar archives. since its also available in free and open source, it is compatible with all windows versions.

press the winrar shortcut key or click the winrar icon on your desktop to launch the application. then, just follow the simple steps to repair corrupt rar archives. gta v is a game of 3 different sizes, you can choose to download and install all three on one computer. the three packages are: gta v game - 9.3 gb gta v online
multiplayer - 8.6 gb gta v downloadable content - 2.5 gb
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